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Editorial

In

March

this

year

approximately

70

zones and alternatively fuelled buses to

transport professionals and politicians met in

reduce air pollution. The essence of a much

Bremen for the final conference of the EU

needed EU transport policy would be to

funded CARE project (Note 1). Bremen was

capture the Bremen virus, replicate it and

a very fitting location for a conference

install it in the DNA of every EU city with

dedicated to sensible, practical, intelligent

more than 100,000 residents.

and creative approaches to delivering a

would be an interesting EU project!

Now that

transport system and a new approach to
mobility that can meet the challenges and

Sadly all is not well in Bremen and there are

tasks associated with carbon reduction.

elements of rogue DNA still in circulation. At
the March conference we were told by

Bremen has a long history of careful and co-

Senator Dr Joachim Lohse that he intended

ordinated transport policy interventions that

to build a new motorway link to provide

actually

better

work.

The

Bremen

approach

is

connections

to

the

port

of

characterised by actually doing things rather

Bremerhaven. There is absolutely no doubt

than talking about the possibility of doing

whatsoever that building this motorway will

things and this deserves widespread acclaim.

generate large amounts of extra greenhouse

When

and

gases and therefore contradict the whole

transport policy is properly documented one

point of the CARE project. Worse still it will

of the key findings will be the discovery of an

disrupt the spatial structure of this attractive

enormous

the

history

chasm

of

automobility

and

region of Germany and accelerate the very

reality. Britain (but the point could also be

between

things that Professor Kenworthy (and others)

made about many other countries) is littered

argued

with

produce suburbanisation, spatial dispersion

pompous

grandiose

strategy

documents,

the

conference

and

and auto-dependent life styles (Note 2).
Building a new motorway in the Bremen

bypasses, motorway widening, new airports,

region is a really good example of one of the

high speed trains and poor quality walking,

central messages in EU transport policy

cycling and public transport systems. After

which is 3 steps forward and 5 steps back. It

30

years

of

that

discussion

still

and

at

a

system

rhetoric

against

out

delivery

sustainability

rhetoric

churns

transport

would be a highly instructive exercise to

problems in Lancaster (UK) this fine historic

about

calculate how many hundreds of thousands

city has no park and ride, no tram, no

of tonnes of CO2 have been saved by

integrated public transport system between

Bremen’s’

rail and bus, no car share, no electronic

interventions in a 10 year period and then

information system at its bus station, no real

compare this number with an estimate of

time information system at bus stops, no

how

alternatives fuelled buses, no lorry routeing

tonnes

and management system, no active demand

motorway. In Lancaster (UK) the proposed

management

bypass is 4.5 kms in length, with 4 lanes of

interventions

(e.g.

travel

and

cycling

many
will

excellent

hundreds
be

transport

and

generated

policy

thousands
by

the

of
new

traffic and

will generate an extra 20,000

facilities and a plan to build a bypass costing

tonnes

CO2

£120 million.

excludes secondary effects e.g. new housing,

plans)

poor

quality

walking

of

pa

and

this

calculation

new warehouses, new developments along
Bremen has set down clear markers and

the route of the road which is scheduled to

standards for increasing cycling levels, public

traverse open countryside that is currently

transport use, innovative ticketing solutions,

protected green belt and undeveloped.

brilliant car share schemes, low emission

3
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For the avoidance of doubt the Bremen

Finally a brief comment on the exchanges in

motorway

recent

plan

does

not

diminish

the

issues

between

Paul

Mees,

Jeff

importance and excellence of the carbon

Kenworthy and Peter Newman. The editor of

reducing transport policies that have been

this journal has the highest regard for all

put in place for over 20 years. These

these inspirational transport authors and

interventions are real and still important but

commentators.

they will now be cancelled out by good, old-

recent articles have revealed fundamental

fashioned road building.

disagreements

Readers will be aware that
between

two

sides

of

a

debate about density and its links with the
The

Bremen

conference

finished

with

a

definition,

promotion

and

delivery

of

debate and a message that will be sent to

sustainable transport policy objectives. The

the Rio plus 20 congress. This message

disagreement is still there but we will not be

captures the essence of what has to be done

carrying any more material on this subject.

to bring transport thinking and doing into

As editors are often quoted as saying “this

line with global challenges and deserves to

correspondence is now closed”. If readers

be incorporated into all national government,

are interested in the details of how urban

regional

EU

density is measured and how this is used in

commitments immediately. It is a charter for

administrations

and

international comparisons of city transport

truly sustainable transport (Note 3)

they should contact Paul Mees who has
produced a detailed critique and for the sake

Because of the large volume of submitted

of balance they should also contact Jeff

articles to this journal we are publishing the

Kenworthy and Peter Newman but from now

first two issues of 2012 at the same time and

on this must be done outwith (a very nice

this editorial covers both issues. The first

Scottish word) the scope of World Transport

two issues of World Transport Policy and

Policy and Practice.

Practice in 2012 take up the same challenge
of defining, developing and accelerating the
take up of truly sustainable transport. This is

John Whitelegg

done in the article on cycling in Washington

Editor

DC, on rural accessibility in Malawi, on rail
freight, on mobility management in Denmark

Note 1

and on the true meaning of mobility and its

CARE (Carbon Responsible Transport Strategies in

links

the North Sea Area)

to

urban

form

and

structure

in

Germany. In the article by Nick Williams the
lack of intelligence around hospital planning
and accessibility is painfully revealed. The
case study is in Aberdeen in NE Scotland but

http://www.care-north.eu/
Note 2
Professor

Kenworthy’s

presentation

was

the points made are applicable to any large

available from the conference web site

traffic

http://www.care-north.eu/care-north-final-

generation

site

in

the

developed

world. Interestingly the case study location

conference/programme/wednesday-21-

is exactly the same as another huge blow

march/wednesday-21-march

against sustainable transport policies and
objectives. The Aberdeen Western Peripheral
Route (Note 4) is a 40km + new road
through
accelerate
identified

open
all
by

countryside
the

negative

Kenworthy

in

which

will

tendencies
his

titled

“Urban transport from a global perspective” and is

Note 3
The CARE-North message to Rio plus 20
http://www.carenorth.eu/sites/default/files/Message_to_RIO+20.p
df

Bremen

presentation and Holzapfel in this journal.

Note 4
http://www.awpr.co.uk/
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Abstracts and Keywords
Some Remarks about Mobility

services in the study District were mapped in

Professor Helmut Holzapfel

a standard GIS software package (TransCAD
4.8) using the 2008 inventory of service

Even experts of transport planning very

supply from the Malawi National Statistics

often use the phrase “mobility” without a

Office and the 2009 national road network

clear definition. In this speech that was on

data

German radio to start a week of features on

Authority. The distances from the villages to

the future of mobility the phrase is explained

key

and highlighted in a new way. Integrated

Geographical Information System (GIS) by

town planning and transport concepts are

adopting two methods, firstly distances were

proposed

measured through the road network, and

for

a

future

of

mobility

with

minimised transport,

from

the

services

secondly

Malawi

were

by

National

measured

straight

line

Roads

using

a

distances.

Accessibility to each type of service was
Keywords:

Mobility,

detached

home,

determined using a weighted function of

Tübingen, Freiburg, density, quality of life,

distance

walking, cycling, European City, concepts for

threshold.

urban living.

beyond this threshold were deemed to be
not

Identifying

villages

with

multiple

which

employed

Villages

well

served.

of

case

multiple services.

Chikwawa

District

in

rural

A

distance

services

matrix

located

was

then

constructed which enabled the identification

dimensions of access deprivation: the
of

with

a

villages

experiencing

poor

access

to

Malawi
W.S. Kuotcha, N.S. Ferguson, M. de Langen,

The findings indicate that 21% and 5% of

G.K. Kululanga, A.M. Grimason

the villages have all the six services included
in this study located beyond their generally

It has been recognized that the spatial

recommended threshold access - distances

pattern

when road network and Euclidean distance

of

connected

activities
by

the

and

how

they

transportation

are

system

measures

determines the accessibility of a particular

these

location. It has also been acknowledged that

isolated.

the

identification

must

be

the

three

Hence,

considered
most

very

important

facilities (schools, water and health), 42%
and 13% respectively were identified as

first step in the development of appropriate

access deprived.

health

policy

with

For

respectively.

poor

and

locations

villages

used

accessibility to key services is an important
social

of

are

interventions.

However, in Malawi one of the Southern

Keywords: Malawi, accessibility, deprivation,

African countries in the South hemisphere, in

key facilities

the analysis of mobility and access needs of
rural areas, little research has been carried

Scotland

out on the accessibility of villages to key

access to hospitals

services.

Nick Williams

The objectives of this paper are to examine

Devolution

the accessibility of the villages to a range of

responsibilities,

key services in Chikwawa District of rural

management of health services, from London

Malawi and to identify villages experiencing

to an elected parliament in Edinburgh in

low levels of accessibility. Villages and key

1999

5

takes

gave

a

of

backward

some
including

some

hope

step

in

government
provision

for

a

and

more
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progressive

and

environmentally-aware

administration in Scotland.
hospital

car

however,

parking

has

The abolition of

charges

increased

in

2008,

problems

of

accessibility, increased pollution, undermined
public

transport

and

made

inroads

into

health care budgets.
Keywords:

hospital

accessibility,

parking

charges, Scotland
Mobility Management in Denmark: New
wind in the sails
Clement N. Guasco
There is today an undisputed superiority of
cars on any other means of transportation,
both

practically

and

psychologically.

However, the reliance on cars as the main
means of transportation has led to a number
of

social

and

environmental

problems.

Mobility Management aims at managing the
way people fulfil their mobility needs so that
they rely less on their cars and start using
alternatives such as bicycles and public
transport. This article analyses the possibility
to use businesses as vectors for introducing
Mobility Management within social practices
in

Denmark

in

the

light

of

the

recent

developments in this area.
Keywords: mobility Management, transport,
sustainable, CSR
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Some Remarks about Mobility

be living? In the detached house in the open
countryside or in Tübingen?

Professor Helmut Holzapfel
You see, what we’re talking about deals with
If I’m going to be talking about mobility

your

today, I should start with two fictitious

everyday organisation, and can only be

everyday scenarios, which illustrate people’s

explained

situations:

somewhere

conditions into account. In the next section

small near Kassel called Kleinalmerode. He

I’ll have a go firstly at clarifying what

works in a large factory approximately 50km

mobility really is, what constitutes the term,

away. As far as shopping goes, of course,

where it comes from, and what it means for

there’s nothing left in Kleinalmerode. But Mr

the people in our two examples to be mobile.

Branger has an estate car, and regularly

In the second part of my presentation, I’ll

drives to a supermarket 10-15km away. If

have a quick look to what mobility might

he can’t do it, then his wife does, in her

look like in the future.

Mr

Branger

lives

everyday

life.

if

we

Mobility
take

is

part

people’s

of

living

small second car, which she also uses to
take the children to kindergarten and school,

What exactly is mobility then? It really ought

as Kleinalmerode doesn’t have a school or

to be clear to us all. Politicians opening new

kindergarten any more. As a result the

motorways,

Branger family has built a lovely, big and

speeches: the word ‘mobility’ crops up at the

low-cost detached home on an inexpensive

very least in every second sentence. We’re

plot of land, with lots of space round about

apparently all getting more mobile, mobility

outside.

is supposedly a sign of growth and wealth.

transport

ministers

giving

That’s why the motorway gets opened. A
The second everyday scenario shows the

word – I’d almost want to label it as a magic

Kebberich family, who live in a terraced

word

house in the old part of Tübingen. He or she

definition. But it doesn’t, and it’s by no

–

really

– let’s leave that open for the moment –

means old. Around 150 years ago in Kassel,

cycles to work at the university; the other

the

half has a part-time job, let’s say, in a

compiled – and we don’t find the word

fashion boutique nearby. The children go to

‘mobility’ there. And if you’d gone up to

a nearby school. They can get to this school

someone 100 years ago and asked them

on foot. The family’s small car is parked

what mobility is, they’d have shaken their

little-used in a communal garage nearby.

head and perhaps thought of the military

The Kebberichs use the small space in front

sense: ‘to mobilise’, or put into a state of

of the house as a garden. The couple

readiness. It was all tied up with that sort of

regularly discuss whether it wouldn’t make

thing. And in the world of science, the term

sense to get rid of the car, because the

only really crops up during the last century

mileage is very low, and when necessary

after the fifties. First in sociology, where

sign up to a car sharing scheme.

mobility is equated with switching between

Brothers

ought

to

Grimm’s

have

a

clear

dictionary

was

social classes. Can I manage to step up from
Which family is more mobile? The Kebberichs
in

Tübingen

or

the

Branger

family

worker to Managing Director?

in

Kleinalmerode with their detached home –

The transport sense becomes current in the

whose adjoining double garage already has

last

space reserved for the children, so that

eighties

perhaps they too can have wheels later on.

connotations

Who lives better? Where’s the better place to

otherwise our politicians wouldn’t use it. But

7

century
but

during
it
are

the

seventies

and

unclear.

Its

remains
normally

positive

–
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what it really is, no one knows precisely. One

significant outlay in terms of distance be

definition thus says that apparently it’s all

equated with a high quality of life? When

about the mileage covered every day. Let’s

considered globally, can a significant outlay

remind ourselves of the examples set out

in terms of distance at all be equated with

earlier:

prosperity?

the

Branger

family

from

Perhaps

not.

The

world-

Kleinalmerode with their house in the open

renowned

countryside can happily clock up 150km in

Hägerstrand, who I have met myself, has

the

even

car

per

day.

The

husband

drives

Swedish

described

geographer

it

in

a

Torsten

lecture

as

a

approximately 100km to and from work, the

catastrophe that the whole world can now

children are taken here and there by the

cover great distances very affordably, just as

wife,

the

we Germans can with flights at budget prices

supermarket – is this family now mobile

etc. What would it be like if all the people in

then? Could it even be more mobile than the

the world could travel as cheaply as us? Just

family in Tübingen?

imagine

if

distance

that

on

the

way

they

call

into

that

degree

we

of

Germans

overcoming
enjoy

were

Let’s have a look at this Tübingen family. Its

exported to the whole world. 1.3 billion

total mileage is considerably smaller. But

Chinese and soon just as many Indians

this family brings us to a second definition,

would

have

our

capacity

what

would

to

overcome

which is just as widely discussed in the

distance

specialist literature. This says that mobility is

Perhaps, if you’re now sitting at your radio

the opportunity to undertake in the shortest

and listening to me, just go to your front

possible time a diverse range of activities

door and check to see whether anyone’s

that require you to leave home. Being mobile

there. If we were to transfer our degree of

is whoever can give themselves access to

mobility to Indians and Chinese, you’d see at

various facilities locally. In fact the family in

least 100 Indians and Chinese who’d come

Tübingen is doing exactly the same as the

and

family in the open countryside. There too,

attraction was – how enjoyable would that

one person – perhaps even two – goes to

be?

–

ask

you

where

the

happen

then?

nearest

local

work, the shopping will be got in, the
children go to school. The activities are

Hägerstrand

is

basically

Overcoming

distance

identical.

Only,

the

Tübingen

unquestionably

right.

cheaply,

and

family’s outlay in terms of distance is far

distributed globally, would be one set of

less. This is what this second definition of

circumstances which potentially no one on

mobility

the

earth would find pleasant. Perhaps it’s quite

opportunity to be able to get yourself access

right like that as Hägerstrand detailed, that

as much as possible to what’s nearby is a

distance has a price, that it costs money,

deciding factor in how mobile someone is;

and only in this way do we have a sense of

how flexibly you can structure your way of

home and for that which is close to us. So

life. The Tübingen family have a wide choice:

this means that we ought to consider to

two to three shops within 10 minutes,

what extent our far-too-high daily mileage is

several

exportable. Does what we do have a future?

relates

schools

to;

it

within

says

20

that

minutes,

all

accessible by bike or on foot – no problem.

That’s

So you see, you can also– according to the

Hägerstrand’s eyes it’s not only the social

second definition – be mobile without a car.

limits of worldwide travelling about that are

more

than

uncertain.

In

Mr

visible, but of course also the environmental
Does

mean

limits. If 1.3 billion Chinese, and soon the

having to travel far? Does prosperity mean

same huge number of Indians had our

having to cover great distances? Can a

capacity to overcome distance, they’d be

8

prosperity

now

necessarily
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using up vast amounts of raw materials to do

Designs for the so-called ‘European City’

so, and everything would become much

which

more expensive.

Americans could be utilised in Germany.

are

often

still

admired

even

by

Indeed, urban areas as they appear in
So for us that also means the following: can

traditional

there be a world in which we travel less

considered when designing modern districts.

widely and nonetheless remain mobile? What

We have the purely residential area that lies

we specialists – and I myself am a professor

in front of the town, and in which we don’t

in the field of transport research – call

permit any other use, indeed, where people

‘integrated

town

often

not

at

all

transport

even protest if someone wants to give piano
lessons there or would like to set up a legal

could cut down on traffic, and nonetheless

consultancy. That’s not permitted in such

allow a good standard of living. It’s all about

areas. That ought to be changed. We ought

cutting down on traffic in the same way as

to build a new town in such a way that it’s

we cut down on energy. That’s popular

again structured along the lines of mixed

already. If you have a house and can reduce

land use. The purely residential area: this

heating bills by insulating and keeping the

was an idea which dates from the twenties

same

your

and thirties of the last century as it made

quality of life stays the same. This is already

sense then to keep industry far from one’s

accepted in policy and mindset. The idea to

house, for industry was mainly dirty, it was

save

on

and

are

concepts’ would probably be something that

thermal

planning

towns

performance,

traffic

to

all about noisy, dirty production of raw

influence the development of the town, such

materials. Many people no longer have the

that standards of living remain similar or

slightest

even get better is universally unpopular, and

impact

to this extent hasn’t had any recognition.

pollutants by industry was like. Today’s

That you can live well even when distances

conditions are quite different, however, and

are shorter is not yet an image that has

in fact we could construct that sort of area

really held sway in the public sphere.

afresh.

Let me briefly show perhaps what a life in a

My friend Andreas Feldtkeller has started

town let’s say in 2050 could look like – a life

such an experiment in Tübingen, and has

that

of

designed the so-called ‘French Quarter’, built

town

on the site of an old barracks, as a ‘compact

accords

minimising

and

then

with

traffic.

correspondingly

the
It

requirements

would

be

a

inkling
in

the

what,
Ruhr

for

area

instance,

the

of

and

noise

characterised by short distances, and we can

town’.

see this in Germany. This means that we can

directives, and bang in the centre has set up

latch on to real-life models that already

a cabinetmaker’s workshop. At the beginning

exist. We’ve already seen one model in the

everyone feared that this would go wrong.

introduction: that is the family in Tübingen

However, this workshop has long since been

that lives in the old town, and here there’s

integrated: it creates jobs, and isn’t so noisy

still a mixed structure, there are still shops,

because with today’s techniques we can

there are still readily accessible facilities like

insulate

schools or kindergartens; also because the

meanwhile become very attractive, locals

building

that

know to value this mix of residential and

sufficient people live there to make use of

commercial, for it’s because of this that

them,

there are also more people on the streets.

density
and

profitability.

is

high

thereby

enough

maintain

their

He’s

the

even

sound.

ignored

As

the

all

existing

area

has

Nowadays in an area of detached family
homes you barely meet anyone in the street,
and actually there are lots of people who can

9
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barely put up with this boredom. You don’t

denser than in the suburbs, which means

find such emptiness in the ‘French Quarter’.

that we must build houses more intelligently

It’s newly built, reminds you of the old town;

if we want to offer residents space to have a

it’s got this mix of residential, commercial,

garden.

retail, and the general living conditions are

connection to public transport works out

good.

better with more frequent bus services.

But

that

also

means

that

a

Ultimately there’s a model where car traffic
The only thing is there are far too few

could unquestionably and without restriction

imitators in Germany. Many people still

be a third of what it is currently. That would

believe that the purely residential area is

be a future where instead of a culture which

supposedly what people want, and what will

has its roots in endless pleasure driving big

also determine the future. That can’t be it. In

cars, an urban city-based culture comes to

Kassel

public

the fore. Then our architects could hopefully

opposition because in one residential area a

use the land released by dwindling car traffic

dental laboratory was to have been set up.

to bring back proper public spaces.

we’ve

just

recently

had

Environmentalists feared high levels of dust
exposure. The whole thing was the subject of

When I say 2050, I’m not talking now about

highly contentious debate. The impact of

models which are completely fanciful or

vehicle emissions of environmentalists who

utopian. It’s actually all about taking existing

drive from home into town would have been

designs

far higher than the impact from the dental

Amsterdam or Copenhagen already rely on

laboratory. You see, we have to think anew,

such models, and are trying to widen them

and if we are to talk about mobility, say

and get them accepted. Which means that

goodbye to those models which continue to

this kind of development has already got

determine urban development today. With

going.

as

a

starting

point.

Cities

like

modern design, settlements come into being
where without restriction and without anyone

So, together with good transport planning,

noticing it, car traffic is almost automatically

good urban development can reduce energy

30 per cent less. 30 per cent of traffic

consumption, too, and ultimately CO2 which

doesn’t arise in the first place because

is responsible for the greenhouse effect.

people either work nearby, or meet each

Since 50 per cent of the population in

other on bustling streets, chat, and go to the

Germany lives in cities or, in at least urban

nearest pub, instead of driving off to go and

areas, if we got by with 30 per cent of our

enjoy themselves in a disco far away.

car traffic now, and cars in 2050 only used
half the fuel, already this could mean that in

Here pedestrians and cyclists come into their

the end we would just need 15 per cent of

own. If this sort of planning is extended

current fuel requirements – a vision that

through

however you look at it is very exciting.

good

infrastructure,

pedestrian
there’ll

be

and
even

cycling
less

car

traffic. No one – neither in the French

Of course, it will only all succeed if we knock

Quarter in Tübingen nor in the Altstadts of

some received wisdom on the head, both in

many big cities – is prohibiting car traffic.

our minds and in reality. That coping with

No, people no longer use the car as a matter

large distances is supposed to be necessarily

of course.

good, that high speeds and pleasure from
driving are inescapable measures of our

Further advantages occur if we bring in

cultural experience; surely these are ideals

public transport. In modern new mixed-use

that we can’t necessarily sustain any longer.

areas we have dense settlement structures,

In the city of the future, other things play a

10
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role: you have fun whenever you meet

Perhaps you’ll go and take a look at the

people; you have fun in an urban lifestyle

French Quarter in Tübingen. Perhaps you’ll

that’s highly attractive.

consider

We now have practical examples of what

models. Of course, something more is also

high quality city living looks like in places

needed,

like Berlin and Tubingen and we need more

instead of more centralisation. We ought to

of these.

We need to maximise the spread

consider whether in our country everything

how

you

that’s

to

could
say

support

such

decentralisation

of these city-living concepts and make sure

will become even more centralised or could

that they are not made available only to rich

become decentralised. When fuel prices rise,

or middle class people. This is spatial and

there’d be an inducement for that sort of

social diffusion.

decentralised organisation anyway. Instead
of only

one

central warehouse

near

to

Of course, there’s one problem: jobs in car

Kassel, let’s say, many supermarket chains

manufacturing. Because car usage shrinks,

could

then

operate

several

warehouses

we’d lose jobs here. Then again, however,

throughout Germany. Instead of only two

we’d win with other things, for example just

bottling plants, a large German soft drinks

the knowledge of how you can reduce car

manufacturer could then install five or six.

use, how you can operate a system of

That wouldn’t necessarily make life in this

intelligent transport management, and how

country

you develop a sensible, integrated town

opposite.

more

unpleasant

–

quite

the

planning and transport strategy; you see, it’s
all about know-how. And this know-how

I think these would be elements that could

would be eminently exportable.

lead to a different kind of progress. Thank
you for your attention.

I’ve been told by a journalist that today
more than 10,000 engineers are working at

This is an edited version of a radio broadcast

Daimler on how the existing models could be

on station SWR2 (Südwestrundfunk) from

further improved and travel faster. He then

Sunday, 22nd of May 2011

said there are apparently also ten engineers
involved in integrated traffic management,

Author details:

and in how you can integrate town planning

Professor Helmut Holzapfel

and

University of Kassel, Germany

transport.

This

situation

should,

of

course, be reversed. We’d need very many

Email: holz@uni-kassel.de

more people to be considering such matters
of the future.
Unfortunately politics hasn’t understood it at
all yet. Currently, the federal government
has

just

massively

reduced

funds

for

advancing town planning, while funds for
further development in car technology have
been

significantly

increased.

Promising

models and jobs for the future look quite
different. They’re based on the models of a
different mobility and a different culture that
I’ve already portrayed.
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Identifying

multiple

attempt to capture the overall access level of

dimensions of access deprivation: the

an area. This study tries to address this gap

case

by examining the access levels of villages to

of

villages

Chikwawa

with
District

in

rural

Malawi

key facilities in the district of Chikwawa.

W.S. Kuotcha, N.S. Ferguson, M. de Langen,

In

G.K. Kululanga, A.M. Grimason

energy

rural

Malawi

water,

(firewood),

education,

health,

food,

milling

and

market are important services that require
1.0

Introduction

good access (NSO, 2008). The distance to

In rural areas, the most frequently cited

the household plot for food production is not

attributes affecting the utilisation of key

usually great (most of household plots are

facilities are low population density and large

within the household compound). Access to

distances

firewood is also not so critical since most

between

villages

and

facilities

(Thomas et al 2005). Therefore, improving

households use firewood from

access to basic, economic and social facilities

plots. This study examines the accessibility

is

rural

of six key facility types: schools, safe water

development. Access to these facilities is

supply points, health care facilities, markets,

affected by a range of factors including the

mills

location of facilities relative to residential

important types of facility (school, water and

location, transport infrastructure and the

health)

availability

separately.

an

important

of

the

element

means

in

of

travelling

and

religious

are

centres.

considered

and

the farm

The

most

analysed

between home and key facilities.
1.1

Characteristics

Despite the fact that the importance of
accessibility
development

to

economic

District

social

Chikwawa District is in the Southern Region

most

of Malawi located about 50km southeast of
Blantyre which is a commercial City of

particularly in Sub-Saharan Africa, fall short

Malawi. The district lies along the lower flat

of

basin of Shire River along the Great African

strategies

self-evident,

Chikwawa

accessibility policies of developing countries,
clear

is

and

of

for

addressing

rural

accessibility problems (Bryceson & Howe,

Rift

1993).

effective

eastern side of the district whereas the north

interventions to improve rural accessibility

and northwest are dominated by hills. Apart

would go a long way to reducing poverty in

from

rural areas. From a policy perspective, to

industry in the district, Majete Game Reserve

ensure that resources are properly targeted,

and Lengwe National Park play an important

it is important to identify communities that

role as tourist attractions, see Figure1 below.

are most deprived in terms of their access to

Chikwawa has a land area of 4,755 square

key facilities.

km with a total population of 438,895 people

The

provision

of

Valley.

Highlands

characterize

the

Nchalo Sugar Estate as the main

distributed across 326 villages (NSO, 2008).
Previous studies in Malawi have documented
information on the locations of villages and

The district headquarters is connected to

facilities (NS0, 2008) and the road network

Blantyre by an asphalt road, which passes

(Roads Authority, 2009). An attempt has

through it to Nchalo Sugar Estate. The

also been made to identify the demand for

district has a dense network of secondary,

services through the development of an

tertiary and district roads in addition to

accessibility indicator based on travel times

tracks, paths and trails. Many of these

from residential locations to sector facilities

district

roads

and

paths

provide

limited

(MRTTP, 2006). However, there has been no

12
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access for motor vehicles during the rainy

term

season.

constructed numerous means to measure
the

The paper is structured as follows: section 2
reviews

concisely

the

measurement

accessibility
value

often

in

various

focussing

ways

on

and

particular

aspects.

of

accessibility. Section 3 outlines the methods

For

used. In section 4 outcomes are considered

individual

and interpreted. Transport policies in line

estimate

with the study are briefly outlined in section

particular person having particular needs,

5

mobility and resources (monetary and time).

and

finally,

section

6

consolidates

example

Kwan

(1998)

accessibility
the

focuses

measures

accessibility

enjoyed

on
that

by

a

conclusions.

Geertman

&

van

Eck

(1995),

Handy

&

Figure 1: Topographic features of Chikwawa

Niemeier (1997), Geurs & van Eck (2001)

District

and

Liu

&

Zhu

(2004)

focus

on

place

accessibility which mainly takes into account
2.0

Overview

of

accessibility

(i) the transportation system that comprises

measures

the travel distance, time or cost of travel by

The concepts used to quantify accessibility

different modes of transport and (ii) the

often show different approaches as reviewed

spatial

in

destinations, and the quality and magnitude

Handy

&

Niemeier

(1997),

Makri

&

Folkesson (1999) and Ettema & Timmermans

distribution

of

the

potential

of the activities at the destinations.

(2007). Handy & Niemeier (1997) argue that
different

purposes

Regardless of the approach to accessibility,

demand different approaches to accessibility.

Handy & Niemeier (1997) identify four inter-

In addition, researchers have defined the

related issues that must be resolved. These

13

contexts

and

study
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are the scale and nature of disaggregation,

gap’

the definitions of origins and destinations,

accessibility

is

the

difference
and

an

between

acceptable

actual

level

of

the measurement of travel impedance and

accessibility. Substantively, lack of access is

the measurement of attractiveness. Handy &

associated with poverty, where poverty is

Niemeier (1997), Makri & Folkesson (1999)

predominantly a result of isolation from

discuss three ways of disaggregating the

opportunities.

population:

(i)

households

into

grouping

the

grouping

individuals

geographical

population

by

and

zones,
their

(ii)

Accessibility

measurement

involves

the

socio-

choice of accessibility indicator which can be

economic characteristics and (iii) grouping

measured quantitatively. It also involves the

by trip purpose.

choice of a means of discriminating between
low levels of accessibility (not well served)

Travel

impedance

relates

to

the

effort

and

higher

levels

of

accessibility

(well

required to reach a given destination. It is

served) using, for example, threshold values.

commonly measured as the distance or time

The determination of the maximum allowable

between an origin and a destination using

distance threshold to facilities is critical as

objectively-measured or perceived straight-

large

line or network distances/times, or using a

discriminate

generalised cost function which integrates an

levels of accessibility (de Jong & van Eck,

array of factors which are considered to

1996). Ideally a maximum threshold value

influence the ease by which a destination can

should also be in line with observed travel

be reached (Geurs et al, 2001; Geurs & van

behaviour in a particular region.

distance

threshold

very

well

values

between

will

not

different

Wee, 2004; Borzachiello et al, 2009; Yoshida
& Deichmann, 2009). Attractiveness can be

3.0

Methods

opportunity or in relation to the size of the

3.1

Input data

opportunity

of

Accessibility measures based on network and

measured either by the existence of an
(e.g.

floor

area,

employees (Odoki et al, 2003).

number

One of the

straight-line (or Euclidean) distances are

simplest measures of accessibility is the

employed in this study. The input data for

distance to the nearest opportunity of a

this study were as follows:

specific kind.

The closer the destination is

from the origin the higher the accessibility.

·

the location of facilities, represented by

Clearly, the value of an opportunity to an

points collected at the centre of the

individual

facility by GPS (NSO 2008, country

distance

will

decrease

because

of

the

with

increasing

effort/cost

in

census data)

reaching the destination and the amount of
time that can be spent there (Geurs et al,

·

2001).

the location of villages, represented by
points collected at the centre of the
villages by GPS (NSO, 2008 country

The identification of gaps in existing service

census data).

provision and decisions on the location of
new facilities can be determined by setting
an

acceptable

accessibility.

or

threshold

level

·

the road network geo referenced using

of

GPS (National Road Authority, 2009).

Individuals are considered to

The geo referenced road network only

be “not well served” or “deprived of access”

includes Main, Secondary, Tertiary and

if their accessibility falls below this threshold

District

value. Lack of access is then seen as a

tracks/paths/ trails.

Roads

and

excludes

measure of deprivation, where the ‘access

14
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This

study’s

approach

was

to

measure

In this study, the accessibility of location i is

geo-

defined using the indicator Ai which is a

referenced databases. Firstly, the shortest

weighted function of the distance to the

path from each village to the nearest facility

nearest facility of a specific type. Distances

of each type was calculated through the road

that are greater than a specified threshold

network

value are used to identify villages that are

accessibility

directly

using

a

from

standard

these

GIS

package

not well served.

(TransCAD 4.8).
Figure 2: Villages connected to facilities
through road network

Villages and facilities were connected to the

A straightforward way of doing so is to

nearest point on the road network using

define the accessibility indicator as follows

dummy links as shown in figure 2.

(Bourguignon & Chakravarty, 2003):
pj(xij ; zj) = 0 if xij =< zj and pj(xij ; zj) = 1,

Secondly, straight-line distances were also

otherwise.

calculated from each village to the nearest
facility of each type to take account of the

Then the accessibility indicator for a village is

fact that a majority of trips to the facilities

simply given by:

concerned are made on foot and often use
off-road direct footpaths, which are not
included in the road network data bank.
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where
x(i, j) is the distance
from village i to facility
type j (a school, etc)
zj

is

the

threshold

distance for facility type
j (km).
The threshold values for
different facilities (except
for religious centres where
a

value

was

assumed

based on experience) were
proposed

following

a

synthesis of recommendations from studies

Figure 3: Matrix of distance measurements

by organisations as tabulated in Dennis
(2000).

The

proposed

thresholds

(in

3.2

Data quality

kilometres) were as follows: 2.5, 1.0, 6.0,

i. The location of each village is represented

6.0, 6.0, and 6.0 for schools, safe water

by a point which lies at the centre of the

supply

points

wells),

health

grinding

(boreholes
care

mills

and

and

protected

village, whereas in reality a village has a

facilities,

markets,

certain size which depends on the number

centres

of houses and on how clustered these

religious

respectively.

houses are. If the houses are not very
clustered

the

total

area covered by

a

A matrix of accessibility scores for the 326

village could well be 1-2km in radius. In

villages

this case the actual distance to the

and

the

six

facility

types

was

constructed as illustrated in Figure 3, where

nearest

d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6 are distances from the

would

village to the nearest school, safe water

measured

supply point, health facility, main trading

village variation in accessibility will be

centre, grinding mill and religious centre

more pronounced for larger and lower-

respectively. To identify villages which have

density villages.

facility
be

less

for

some

(or

distance.

households

more)

than

Unobserved

the

intra-

multiple dimensions of access deprivation
this study adopted a dual cut-off approach

ii. The data used in this study come from

which fixes a cut-off point k i.e. Ci = k

surveys carried out by Malawi Office for

(Alkire & Foster 2009), where k is the

National Statistics and Roads Authority.

number of dimensions in which a village is

There

deprived. The approach taken in this paper

validation on the location and existence of

has

never

been

any

physical

was to examine intermediate cut-off levels

the concerned facilities. Practically, there

for Ci that lie somewhere between the two

might be omissions of road links and

extremes of being deprived in one facility

facilities from this secondary data and

type (k=1) or in all facility types (k=6).

there might also be new facilities and

Villages are regarded as suffering multiple

road links, which have been constructed

deprivation if the number of facility types

after the creation of this data.

which

are

located

beyond

specified

thresholds is equal to or greater than Ci. The
outcome matrix is illustrated in figure 3.

16
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from results on travel behaviour of sub-
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Saharan

countries.

Ideally,

thresholds

demonstrates that about 65% and 23% of

should be in line with observed travel

the

behaviour of a particular community.

schools located beyond a threshold distance

villages

in

Chikwawa

District

have

of 2.5km when road network and Euclidean
distances are used respectively.
Figure 4: Distance ranges from villages to
key services

Furthermore, for 60% of the villages, health
care facilities are located beyond a threshold

distance value of 6km when road network
The difference between the two indicates

distances are used and 38% when Euclidean

that only looking at distances to facilities

distances are used. There is a significant

over the road network might lead to the

increase in the number of villages with

overestimation

access

of

the

level

of

service

deprivation experienced by villages.
4.0
4.1

to

each

facility

type

below

the

threshold distance.

Outcomes
Distribution of distances to key

facilities
The distribution of villages according to the
distance to the nearest facility of each type
is shown below. Figure 4(a) shows the
distribution

where

distance

is

measured

along the road network. Figure 4(b) shows
the

distribution

based

on

Euclidean

distances.
Figure 5 (see page 18) shows the number of
villages that are located within or outside the
distance threshold value for each facility. It
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Figure 5: Distribution of villages according to
distance threshold values to facilities

This shows that there is a strong possibility
that villagers will use trails and paths (where
these exist) which do not form part of the
mapped

road

network

to

access

these

services or that they would benefit from the
existence

of

pronounced

such
for

trails.

schools

This

is

and

religious

most

centres, with increases by 42% (77 - 35)
and 50% (86 - 36) respectively.Generally,
figure 5 demonstrates there is a large
number of villages in Chikwawa with key
facilities located at distances beyond the
threshold values adopted in this study. This
is most pronounced with safe water supply
points where only 8% (by road network) and
32% (straight-line distance) of the villages
have safe water supply points located within
a threshold value of 1km.
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Table

1:

Number

of

facilities,

average

distances and standard deviation

Number of Facilities
Mean distance: network2
Standard

deviation

Mean distance: straight-line
deviation:

straight

line

1

Health

Main

Water

Care

Trading

Grinding

Religious

Schools

Points

Facilities

Centres

Mills

Centres

196

267

49

40

57

289

(60%)1

(81%)

(15%)

(12%)

(17%)

(89%)

4.2

5.4

6.9

7.6

8.3

4.6

3.3

5

4.9

5.5

5.9

3.7

2.1

2.5

5.3

5.6

3

2.9

1.7

2.2

3.4

3.9

2.7

2.3

distance:

network

Standard

Safe

-

The number in brackets is the number of each facility as a

4.2

percentage of the number of villages in the study district.
2

Identifying villages experiencing

multiple deprivation

The average distances in kilometres from villages to each facility

type.

Table

Table 1 indicates the average distance (and

threshold

distances

distances

are

when

within

shows

the

cumulative

number of different facility types that are

all facilities (except water; average = 2.5km)
average

below

distribution of villages with respect to the

standard deviation) to each facility type. For
the

2

located beyond the threshold distances.

the

straight-line

distances are considered. If one considers
road network distances then all concerned
services

(except

religious

centres)

are

located beyond their threshold distances.
This further expresses the variation of the

Table 2: Number of villages with multiple

outcomes from road network and straight-

dimensions of access deprivation

line distance measurements.

Number of villages with k or greater dimensions of access deprivation

Road network distance
Straight-line distance

1

k >= 1

k >= 2

k >= 3

k >= 4

k >= 5

k=6

3013

209

192

170

127

67

(92%)

(64%)

(59%)

(52%)

(39%)

(21%)

223

166

107

64

35

17

(68%)

(51%)

(33%)

(20%)

(11%)

(5%)

The number in brackets is the number of each facility as a
percentage of the number of villages in the study district.
The average distances in kilometres from villages to each facility
type.

3

The number of villages deprived of k or more facility types and
the corresponding percentage. Note that the higher the value of
k, the more isolated a village is from the services analysed.
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Table 3: Number of villages with multiple
dimensions of access deprivation (three most
important services)
Number of villages with k or greater dimensions of access
deprivation

Road network distance
Straight-line distance

k >= 1

k >= 2

k=3

301

201

138

(92%)

(61%)

(42%)

223

126

43

(68%)

(39%)

(13%)

The results in Table 2 show that most (92%

There might be a shift of focus on villages to

and 68%) villages in Chikwawa District have

be

one or more basic services located beyond

considered in the analysis. Figure 6 shows

the threshold (k >= 1). From a policy

the villages that would emerge as primary

analysis

then

more

facilities

are

becomes

targets for accessibility improvement in the
case where one considers all six facility types

a large number of services located beyond

analysed in this study.

generally

it

when

important to identify those communities with
their

perspective,

targeted

recommended

thresholds.

Taking k = 3, then 59% and 33% of the
villages

would

network

be

and

targeted

when

Euclidean

road

distance

measurements are considered respectively.
If consideration is given to villages where all
six basic facilities are located beyond their
threshold distances then 21% and 5% of the
villages

would

be

targeted

when

road

network and Euclidean Distances are used
respectively. If one only considers the three
most important services (School, Safe Water
Supply

Points

distribution

and

of

Healthcare),

villages

the

cumulative

deprivation is shown in Table 3.
The results demonstrate a rise of 21% (42 21) and 8% (13 - 5) on the number of “most
isolated” villages when only these three most
important facility types are considered using
road

network

and

Euclidean

distances

respectively.
This underlines the effect of considering
more

domains

in

identifying

service

accessibility gaps in the rural villages.
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Figure 6: Map of villages with six facility
types located beyond specified threshold
distance

5.0

Policy implications

Like in other rural areas in Malawi, walking is

To contribute positively in the long run to

the most common means of travel not only

Chikwawa District mobility, it could be quite

for shorter trips but even for trips of up to

cost-effective to give special care to direct

10km. Often, many trips on foot use “off-

walking routes with all weather quality.

road” trails (paths) that as much as possible

Currently, off road short cut routes are not

follow a straight line to the destination. The

considered for maintenance by either Central

bicycle

or Local Government.

and

the

motorcycle

(though

not

common due to high purchase prices) are
the other modes of transport often used for

This study has also demonstrated that a

off-road shortcuts. Public transport mainly

large

operates on main and secondary roads to

located beyond their generally recommended

the District Business Centre and is for those

threshold

who can afford to pay for the services.

Planning Policy for Chikwawa District should

number

of

villages

distances.

have

Clearly,

the

facilities
District

develop a vision on the desirable spatial
It has been established through this study

distribution of facilities in order to reduce the

that a significant number of villages are

maximum required trip distance for most

closer

trips. It should also develop a vision on how

to

distances

facilities
are

used

when

straight-line

compared

to

road

the road and local trail network connectivity

network distances. This indicates that it is

can be used as an instrument to support a

important to carefully consider off-road local

balanced development of the district without

short-cut trails.
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a strong spatial segregation between activity

measurable improvement in local health and

centres and large parts of the population

social and economic well being?

6.0

The findings will hopefully enable policy

Conclusions

This study has examined the accessibility of

makers to formulate effective interventions

villages to key facilities in the district of

that

Chikwawa. It has demonstrated that there

Chikwawa District and provide a key to

are more villages whose facilities are beyond

improved social and economic development.

will

ease

accessibility

problems

in

their threshold access-distances when road
network distance measures are considered

Software

than when straight-line distances are used.

Microsoft Excel 2007 was used as database.

Based

be

Geo coding, analysis of datasets and map

suggested that comparison of road network

on

these

outcomes,

it

can

construction was undertaken through the use

and straight-line distances to services can be

of

used as a technique to identify villages that

Development

have services fairly close to them but lack a

functions was through MathType 6.

Transportation
of

GIS

(TransCAD

some

equations

4.8).
and

direct road connection (e.g. face significant
detours in road network, perhaps caused by
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SCOTLAND TAKES A BACKWARD STEP IN

package of support for NHS boards, covering

ACCESS TO HOSPITALS

the 14 hospitals that would be affected, to
help meet losses.

Nick Williams

Before the abolition was

to take effect, health boards were asked by
the Scottish Government to submit their

In 2007, the Scottish National Party, whose

plans on how they would address potential

main

Scotland

increases in demand, promotion of greener

policy

completely

objective

is

a

independent

of

the

United

forms of transport and the potential use of

Kingdom, formed a minority administration

spaces by commuters, shoppers or others.

in the Scottish Parliament.

These

portrayed

itself

as

environmentally-aware.
Scottish

National

The SNP has

progressive

Party

plans

would

be

assessed

and

and

monitored by the Scottish Government to

In late 2008, the

ensure that the parking needs of patients,

Government

in

visitors and staff would be balanced.

Edinburgh abolished car parking charges at
all Scottish hospitals with the exception of

NHS Grampian has lost £1 million per annum

those with car parks funded under PFI

in revenue as a result of free parking, but

initiatives.

received

This was at one with other SNP

only

£300,000

of

the

Scottish

policy innovations, including the abolition of

Government’s financial assistance, and this

all bridge tolls, inspired more by populism

would be received only in the first year

than logic or evidence that the outcomes

following abolition of charges. The health

would be desirable.

At the time of the

board’s largest hospital is Aberdeen Royal

announcement, the Health Minister Nicola

Infirmary, which has 7,000 staff and 1,500

Sturgeon tried to place the decision within

outpatients, plus an unknown number of

the context of maintaining the principle of a

visitors, competing for 2,500 parking spaces.

health service free at the point of delivery,
and stated further that:

There is no mention of a travel plan on the
hospital’s

web

site.

The

web

site

does

“It is simply not fair to expect patients or

however describe a parking management

visitors to have to pay when they come to

system, which consists of limiting access to

hospital,

the hospital main site to disabled badge

when

they

may

be

suffering

personal anxiety, stress or grief”.

holders, outpatients with valid appointment
cards,

inpatient

drop

off/collections,

It was acknowledged that the consequences

emergency vehicles and priority staff permit

of free car parking, especially at hospitals in

holders only. Access is controlled by barriers

urban areas, would be an excess of demand

and attendants. Parking for staff without

over supply and that some form of rationing

permits and visitors, and for everyone who

and management would be required.

The

cannot find a space on the main site, is

responsibility for this remained with the

available at the NHS Grampian-owned car

Health Boards, but they would lose the

park west of and immediately adjacent to

revenue from parking charges. Furthermore,

the hospital. This has no barriers, and free

the costs of any management system and

parking is supposedly limited to three hours.

the maintenance of the car parks would have

Stays longer than three hours may be

to be found from within their budgets and

subject to a penalty charge, and car owners

reduce the funds available for patient care.

are expected to obtain a token from a

This

machine at the time of parking and to

was

Government

recognised
which

announcement
charges

25

of

unveiled

at
the

a

by

the

the

time

of

the

display this in their vehicle to indicate how

abolition

of

the

long they have parked.

one-off

£1.5

Scottish

million
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finding a parking space, car users are still
travelling to the hospital by car. In the
absence

of

a

rational,

achievable

and

resourced travel plan for the hospital the
abolition of parking charges was bound to
result in an outcome worse than when
charges

were

levied.

Starting

from

the

principle of a quality health service free at
the point of delivery, which Nicola Sturgeon
claimed as her reason for abolishing parking
charges, what is the way forward?
Parking on the main site is controlled, but
the car park to the west of the hospital is not
monitored. The token system is ignored and
parking is therefore not time limited. The
hospital is easily accessible to the city centre
by bus. One of the consequences of its
location and the lack of monitoring is that an
unknown

number

of

commuters

and

shoppers are now using the hospital car park
as a park and ride facility, adding to the
competition for the parking spaces. There is
thus significant excess demand for places
over supply and finding somewhere to park
between early morning and late afternoon
has

become

increasingly

difficult.

Nicola

Sturgeon’s worry about personal anxiety and
stress does not seem to extend to driving
round and round the car park until a space
becomes vacant, or worrying about this en
route to the hospital. Non-monitoring of the
car

park

has

also

resulted

in

anarchic

parking in which every available space is
used, including roadsides, grass verges and
non-level surfaces. The car park is also
suffering

from

over-use

and

lack

of

First, everyone who needs access to the
hospital, whether patient, staff or visitor

maintenance. A further consequence has

should be able to travel to and from it at an

been

affordable cost and at a convenient time.

the

overflow

surrounding

of

residential

vehicles

into

streets,

the

causing

difficulties for local residents.

Second,

car

use

needs

to

be

rationed

because there will always be more people
wanting to travel to the hospital by car than

First Buses operate five services to the
hospital

within

Aberdeen

City,

and

Stagecoach operate four services to the
hospital

from

outside

the

city.

there are available parking spaces. Third, car
use should be limited anyway because of the
health

consequences

of

high

levels

of

Public

motorised traffic. Fourth, those using cars

transport is available but underused given

should pay the costs of their car usage,

the free parking. Despite the difficulties of

26

including

both

the

indirect

health

costs
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mentioned above and the costs of car park
maintenance and security. Free car parking
has no place within a workable, fair and cost
effective hospital travel plan.
Unfortunately,
considering

NHS

Grampian

measures

to

are

now

create

500

additional parking spaces next to Aberdeen
Royal Infirmary, and are also considering a
bid to take over part of the city council’s
underused

park-and-ride

facility

at

Kingswells on the city outskirts to ease
pressure at the Foresterhill site. It would
appear that the priority is to ease travel for
car users (largely better off) rather than to
make

the

hospital

more

accessible

to

everyone, regardless of income.
Author details:
Nick Williams (formerly Senior Lecturer in
Geography, University of Aberdeen)
Contact: nick.williams@phonecoop.coop
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Mobility Management in Denmark: New

in

wind in the sails

Additionally, mitigating pollutants and CO2

the

long

term

(SACTRA,

1994).

emissions through the promotion of electric
vehicles and alternative fuels, on which the

Clement N. Guasco

Danish governments bets most, does not
Mobility is at the core of the Human society.

address problems linked to road accidents,

Everyday billions of people need to go to

lifestyle related diseases and congestion.

work, to school, to do shopping, to business
meetings, to visit friends and family, all this
to produce, exchange, buy, sell, or acquire
products, knowledge, and feelings in order to
sustain and possibly improving their dailylife. It is therefore natural to talk about the
sustainability of such a vital activity, for
ensuring the sustainability of this process is
the key to ensure that it can go on without

This incomplete answer is the result of
transportation policies designed by focusing
on the vehicle in a geographical structure,
instead of the individual in a social structure.
The traditional concept of transport is thus
showing its limits because, by focusing on
the vehicle only, it is reductionist and forgets
the reasons and goals for transportation.

decisions

In this context, it is necessary to replace the

related to the best means of transportation

concept of transport, tightly connected to the

to use have been left to the private sphere.

transportation

This

of

mobility. Mobility qualifies the capacity to

transport based on cars, while other means

move from A to B for people, goods and

of

knowledge and thus goes beyond physical

limitation

has

of

time.

resulted

transportation

However,

this

Until

in

now,

a

specialisation

became

system

is

“alternative”.
showing

limits

mode,

by

the

concept

of

movement, by including knowledge, and

because cars require more space, pollution

considerations

sinks and resources than available in urban

characteristics into the equation. Including

environments. In a context where those

the

resources

automobiles

understand the need for movement and see

automatically reduce the total potential for

if it can be met through sustainable solutions

mobility. To put it metaphorically, if every

(DfT, 2011b).

single citizen of Denmark was to use a car to

Problems linked to congestion and pollution

are

limited,

meet his mobility needs, the country would
be a giant traffic-jam in a grey cloud of
smog. Problems linked to congestion and
pollution have already reached significant
proportions and call for mitigation.

reasons

of

social

for

and

moving

behavioural

can

help

to

have already reached significant proportions
and call for measures. Nonetheless, car-use
is steadily increasing year by year and caruse

related

problems

are

increasing

alongside it. In the actual social context,
banning cars does not seem possible or

The

traditional

answer

to

car-related

desirable. This is where the concept of

problems, such as pollution and congestion,

managing

has been the production of ever-larger roads

alternatives to orientate mobility choices

and the mitigation of pollutants. However, it

toward more sustainable ones. The principal

has become clear that the enlargement of

goal is to decrease the use of private

roads was not a sustainable solution to

passenger cars when least necessary to

congestion. Empirical evidence shows that

replace

the

alternatives.

enlargement

of

a

road

subject

to

mobility

it

with

can

more

However,
The

energy
cars

are

problem

valuable

efficient
not

the

is

the

congestion might provide immediate relief,

problem

but eventually induce an increase in traffic of

unregulated use we make of them. There are

up to 10% in the short term and up to 20%

so many market failures linked to car-use

28

itself.

provide
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that no alternative transport modes can

and routing infrastructures allows the state

compete with cars even though they are the

some control over the transport modes used

least efficient in terms of costs, energy-use

by citizens, but with limitation. In that

and land-use.

context, additional tools such as Mobility
Management

Car-dependence
Cars

have

become

handy.

Mobility

Management, and its twin concept Transport

been

of

Demand Management (TDM), are systemic

transportation for so long a time that the

approaches, which gather a wide range of

structure of society itself has been modelled

soft measures aimed at influencing people’s

around them. The choice of using cars is not

transport behaviour. Their goal is to control

necessarily linked to rational necessity, but

the demand for transportation in order to

is clearly conditioned by a dependency to

orientate

cars as the “only possible” alternative. This

transport practices reducing CO₂ emissions,

structure, which developed after the Second

pollution, congestion, noise and impacts on

World War, has been described by Peter

human health (Litman, 2011). The concept

Newman

of

and

Sustainability
Automobile

a

major

Jeffrey
and

Kenworthy

Cities:

Dependence

mode

in

Overcoming

(1999).

They

consumers

Mobility
term

sustainable

Management

heterogeneous
The

towards

across

mobility

is

different

is

used

very

countries.

in

order

to

observe that spatial distribution and planning

symbolize

of Australian cities have been developed

transportation

around the private passenger car. The same

management of vehicles, often forgetting

phenomenon can be observed in Europe.

non-motorized vehicles and pedestrians. MM

However, Mobility conditions the access of

replaces thus the individual at the centre of

each individual to vital activities such as

transport

work, education, shopping and leisure, and

mobility needs instead of that of his vehicle.

therefore, the fact that cities have developed

Mobility

based on car-mobility, has rendered citizens

movement like the exchange of information.

car-dependent. Car-dependence is defined

If

by a “high per capita rate of car-use, car-

movement can be better achieved by other

oriented land planning, reduced transport

means, the transportation of a person might

alternatives and a belief in the superiority of

not even be necessary.

the car for the purpose of mobility without
distinction of context and goal” (Litman &
Laube, 2002). If one wants to increase
mobility capacities in urban settings, one will
need to start managing which transport
modes are used for which purpose. This is
one reason why a strategy consisting in noncoercive measures has developed under the
name of Mobility Management (MM).

the

a

break

planning
also

goal

with

planning

by

an

on

referring

includes

of

traditional

based

the

to

his

non-physical

activity

requiring

a

MM and TDM are very similar in their goal,
but differ in their means. MM is a younger
concept,

relying

on

communication

to

achieve behaviour change (EPOMM, 2011),
while TDM is an older concept gathering a
wider

range

of

infrastructure
encompasses

tools

including

modification
a

larger

taxation,

and

spectrum

thus
of

the

transportation policy sector (Litman, 2011).

Mobility Management

This

The

way

management of car-use by regulation and

mobility needs are fulfilled come from the

taxation as well as the public transport

fact that it is left to the private sphere and

infrastructure

thus

public

areas in Denmark. In this context, what

regulation. It would be wrong to say that no

matters is the broad range of non-coercive

regulation exists. The use of fiscal regulation

measures to influence transportation choices

29

main

problems

difficult

to

linked

regulate

to

the

through

article

focuses

are

on

MM

since

well-established

the

policy
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within an existing structure, and this is the

interpretation of MM is not limited to the

field of MM.

strict definition produced by the EPOMM.

In Europe, a network has been developed to
share

knowledge

and

best-practice

of

Mobility Management. This network, called
EPOMM (cf. Chapter 2.2), defines Mobility
Management as follow:

However, the non-coercive characteristic of
MM is generally found in most of the MM
policies.

This

important

to

non-coercive
tackle

the

parameter

is

car-dependence

described earlier. If coercive measures, like
congestion charges in London or the closing

Mobility Management (MM) is a concept

of streets in city-centres around Europe,

to promote sustainable transport and

have been used, they remain limited in

manage the demand for car use by

numbers and scope. In a social context

changing

travellers’

where

behaviour.

At

attitudes
core

car

is

the

social

status

of

adulthood and achievement as well as an

Management are "soft" measures like

indispensable means of transportation for

information

several types of trips, it seems wiser to avoid

and

of

the

Mobility

organising

the

and

communication,

services

and

coordinating

direct confrontation and help the change

activities of different partners (EPOMM,

instead of forcing it.

2011).

Mobility

MM is about managing the demand for cars

Management

is

therefore

a

policy to promote sustainable mobility

through “soft” measures. Soft measures are

and manage the demand for car-use by

linked to communication, information and

changing

travellers’

organisation,

behaviour

though

and

are

opposed

to

hard

attitudes

the

use

of

and
non-

measures linked to regulation and taxation

coercive (from a governmental point of

(FGM-AMOR, 2003). In this context, “soft” is

view)

thus to be understood as not related to legal

communication, financial incentives and

and fiscal interventions from the state. The

investments

word soft measure underlines a non-coercive

equipment.

character; however, it can be interpreted in
many different ways. This term can be
traced back to a concept of international
relations (IR) called soft power. In short,
“soft power rests on the ability of one to
shape the preference of others” without the
use of threats and payments (Nye, 2004).
Nye considers that there are three ways to
have someone do what you want. ‘You can
coerce them with threat, you can induce
them with payments and you can attract or
co-opt them (Nye, 2004). This definition is
characteristic of governmental action, i.e.
regulation by law, by fiscal measures or by
campaigns. MM focuses on the third method,
thus

the

reference

to

‘soft’

measures.

However, fiscal measures, investments in
infrastructure and equipment, as well as

measures
in

including

infrastructure

and

Targeted trips may be home-to-work, hometo-school, shopping or vacation trips. In
practice, they are those made by car since
car is the most energy intensive and the
most polluting means of transportation. It is
impossible to treat every single car-trip. A
significant number of similar trips must
therefore be clustered for such an approach
to be possible. A strategy used by the Centre
for Transport of the UK has been to focus on
work commuting, as a homogeneous and
cyclic mobility need. This strategy can also
be found in earlier MM projects in Denmark
and has become a focal point of the new
strategy for MM of the Formel M project (The
last

program

for

the

implementation

of

Mobility Management in Denmark).

congestion charging have been used within
MM

30

strategies.

Therefore,

the

actual
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MM through Businesses

policies

Businesses can be a valuable partner for
public authorities, since they can implement
MM measures inciting their employees to
leave their car at home when coming to
work.

They

possess

appropriate

organisational structures and resources for
the implementation of an innovative strategy
like MM and are likely to have a stronger
impact

among

their

employees

than

a

campaign in the public space. Businesses are
also valuable partners because they can
implement MM without the need for the
public

authorities

regulations.

A

to

develop

successful

fastidious

involvement

of

businesses in MM can also help to develop a
market

for

MM

solutions

including

car-

sharing and car-pooling services, commuterbikes

infrastructure,

consultancy

and

knowhow. The remaining question is how to
get businesses to pursue MM strategies?

where

businesses

decide

to

go

beyond the strict legal requirements and
integrate sustainable business plans, both
for marketing (economics) and for common
good purposes. Marketing purposes have
been argued to be the only reasons for
businesses to start CSR programs, but the
same marketing purposes bind them to fulfil
their engagements under the penalty of
losing the previously acquired benefits if any
information on their failure to comply was to
reach their customers (Yoon, Gurhan-Canli,
& Schwarz, 2006). Moreover, Denmark has
recently passed a law, which stipulates that
the 1000 largest companies in Denmark will
have to publish CSR reports explaining their
progress in tackling environmental and social
problems linked to their production (BEK nr
761, 2009). CSR is a relatively new approach
and traditional businesses will therefore need
time to integrate it, but they will soon be
looking at the matter seriously. In the case

Indeed, they can ease the implementation of

of MM, the benefits to integrate it within a

MM

CSR strategy are economical, environmental

for

work

commutes

but

getting

businesses to implement MM is a challenge

and social.

in itself. As the conclusion of the last MM
project

in

Denmark

points

out,

what

The potential benefits for businesses

businesses need is to understand “what’s in

are:

it for them”. A comprehensive MM plan can

•

Reduced costs for parking facilities

help a company to reduce costs linked to

•

Reallocation of land-use

parking, land-use and car-fleet, to improve

•

Improvement of employees health

employees’

•

Increased

health,

to

improve

the

company’s attractiveness toward employees,
investors and customers, and to expend

attractiveness

towards

employees, investors and customers
•

Improved CSR strategy and branding

their CSR strategy.
Translating MM in business language can be

MM measures for Businesses

a good place to start. In essence, MM is

In

about

and

includes a first phase with mapping of the

the

site and a survey of the employees. Once the

promoting

environmentally

sound

socially
practices

in

transport sector, an activity that in business
language

is

called

Corporate

Social

Responsibility (CSR). There is no commonly

Practice,

mapping

is

a

MM

finished,

plan

the

for

businesses

company

can

implement MM measures. Those measures
are of four types.

agreed definition of CSR, but basically, it
refers to the responsibility of companies to

Promotion

of

deal with social, environmental and ethical

employees

through

problems linked to business activities as a

commuting bicycles at the local train station,

whole (Carroll, 1999). CSR characterises

the

31

improvement

cycling

of

the
the

among
installation
conditions

the
of
for
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employees

(shelters,

Cycling campaigns have also been held in the

changing rooms) and of the cycling culture in

cycling

to

work

provincial cities of Århus in 1996 and Odense

the company.

in 1999 and 2002. Both focused on health
and safety as well. With almost one third of

Promotion

of

ride-sharing

with

the

the trips done by bicycle, Copenhagen is a

establishment of a matchmaking database

good example of this focus on cycling as an

for the company.

alternative to driving. Though the motivation
may rather be financial than environmental in

Promotion

of

Public

Transport

in

a country where cars are heavily taxed.

collaboration with the local provider in order
to improve services to the site. It can also
include live information about routes and
schedules.
of

business

trips:

Employees also need to travel during their
hours.

This

activity

results

in

significant costs and emissions of GHG.
Among

the

This project ran from September 2002 to
June 2004 and aimed at promoting ride-

Management
working

Colleagues Driving (ride-sharing)

available

measures

are

the

provision of electric vehicles for business
trips so that employees do not need to bring
their car to work and the provision of
suitable video-conferencing facilities.

sharing among the 8000 employees of the
University Hospital of Odense (OUH) to solve
severe parking problems on the site. All
employees received a matchmaking letter to
inform them about the new scheme. The
target group of the marketing campaign was
the 2400 employees who lived between
11km

and

60km

from

OUH,

because

employees living closer could use their bikes
to solve parking problems and people living
further away were taking the train. A pre-

Mobility Management in Denmark

marketing

study

During the last 15 years, a series of projects

incentives

were

using MM strategies have been conducted in

parking problems, while the barriers would

Denmark. However, they were not part of a

be dependence to another person, distance

coordinated policy and Mobility Management

to the meeting point and uncertainties linked

failed to impose itself as a comprehensive

to sickness and overtime. A marketing plan

policy.

to promote the project was launched in 4

showed

that

economical

the

main

benefits

and

phases of 6 months each (Cogita, 2004b): 1.
Biking

campaigns

are

a

recurring

phenomenon; like the “we bike to work”
campaign, which takes the form of a yearly
competition between Danish companies with
substantial prizes for the winners, and has

marketing of the new ride-sharing database,
2. marketing of the guaranteed ride home,
3. reserved parking places for ride-sharers
and 4. Lottery for employees registered in
the database.

been held yearly since 1996. In 2010, 76% of

At the end of the trial, 15% of the target

the

participants

that

they

group had registered in the database (362

exercise,

67%

persons), 40% were active ride-sharers (145

because of environmental consideration (CO₂)

persons), and active ride-sharers were in

and 45% because of social incitation from the

average

colleagues at work. This campaign shows that

registered ride-sharers joined because of

cycling and health are very much associated

economical benefits, 52% because of the

in the Danish mentality. The same type of

Guaranteed Ride Home and 53% because of

nationwide recurring campaign has been held

reserved parking places. 79% came from the

for children going to school since 2002.

target group, 92% were living in a couple

participated

32

for

answered
physical

2.21

person

per

car.

68%

of
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(62% with children). 71% had one car and

the

29% had two cars. It indicates that the

measures, which would induce costs for the

companies

were

not

interested

in

typical ride-sharer was in a couple with

company, which would favor a group of

children but only had one car. The main

employees over the others or which would

barriers

result in extra costs for the employees. The

to

carpooling

identified

by

this

project were that employees had different

companies

working hours and that they might use their

promote the project either since they could

time

after

work

make

any

effort

to

occupations.

not see what were the benefits of such
practices for them (Høj & Evanth, 2009). The

working hours and many employees living

evaluation report recognizes that The HUR

within

would

Commuters Office should have been better

present great chances of success (Cogita,

at convincing the companies of the benefits

2004b). As result, solo-driving was reduced

they could gain from MM by basing their

by 12% from 54% to 48% and ride-sharing

marketing

increased by 80% from 15% to 26%.

strategy, and that there should be a mutual

from

other

not

Therefore, a company with homogeneous
10-60km

for

did

the

office

on

a

“what’s-in-it-for-me”

engagement from both parties (HUR, 2004).
HUR Commuters Office, the first attempt
The first attempt at implementing MM as a
comprehensive
occurred

in

public
the

policy

in

Metropolitan

Denmark
area

of

Copenhagen between 2002 and 2004. The
public transportation provider of the capital
region, HUR, developed a project, called the
HUR

Commuters

Office,

in

order

to

implement the same measures that were
implemented in the UK through the smarter
choices project

(Høj & Evanth, 2009). This

office was in charge of providing travel plans
for employees, conducting surveys, providing
general travel information, individual travel
information, ride-sharing matches and 20
commuter

bikes.

HUR

Commuters

Office

contacted a large number of companies with
over 200 employees. Participation was on a
voluntary basis. All measures were offered
as a free service. The level of participation
per company was between 2% in Politikens
Hus, to 56% in Sampension, with an average
of 28.8%. It was found that 30-50% of the
contacted

persons

were

interested

in

participating. The cost of this project was of
200,000€ per year and resulted in a small
reduction

of

-24.7

car/day,

-7200

car-

km/week and -59.6 tons of CO₂/year. The
overall conclusion is that a large number of
car-users were open to reduce their use of
cars, but very few would give it up. Overall,

33

New wind in the sails
In 2011, MM for businesses is seeing a
rebirth with the launch of a new project
called Formel M. It is a two-year project
conducted in Denmark by Gate 21, a centre
for the promotion of solutions to climate
change, environmental problems and energy
production. Gate 21 aims at building triple
helix

platforms

where

municipalities,

businesses and research institutes can meet
to exchange knowledge and best practices.
Formel M has a budget of 11.6 million DKK
to

promote

Mobility

Management

in

metropolitan Copenhagen from 1st March
2011 to 30th October 2012. This is the
second

attempt,

after

HUR

Commuters

Office, at implementing MM as a systemic
strategy including businesses.

Participating

in Formel M are six municipalities including
Copenhagen, the public transport provider
MOVIA, the interest organisation of Danish
municipalities (KL), the interest organisation
of Danish regions, the capital region of
Denmark, the Environment-Point of Amager
(Miljøpunkt),

the

Technical

University

of

Denmark (DTU), the University of Roskilde,
the

University

engineering
most

of

consultant

active

Aalborg

and

the

TETRAPLAN.

The

participants

are

the

municipalities, which have taken the role of
promoter for MM. The declared goal of
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Formel

all

trigger the process, but it went by itself

administrative levels of Denmark, though

M

is

to

otherwise. In a discussion where the focus

one of their work packages is based on

point is for municipalities to find the best

developing

businesses.

methods to implement MM methods, it can

Interestingly, a company has now developed

shed light on how to go about it. It is

its own MM plan, independently of Formel M.

interesting to note that the initiative for

MM

anchor

plans

MM

for

into

implementing MM at Novo Nordisk comes
from the facility manager. Environmental

Novo Nordisk, The free electron
Novo

Nordisk

is

a

large

pharmaceutical

company specialising in the production of
drugs for the treatment of diabetes. Novo
Nordisk

has

over

32,000

employees,

of

which 13,990 are in Denmark. Novo Nordisk
is also known for its triple bottom line
strategy including social and environmental
objectives within their business strategy.
Novo Nordisk chose its Måløv site to test MM
because

they

were

facing

the

need

to

increase their parking facilities. The Novo
Nordisk site in Måløv is situated on a field

concerns were the main motivation, but the
need for reducing parking congestion made it
easier

to

push

through.

Indeed,

an

investment of 1.3 million DKK would barely
pay for ±65 parking places on ground level
and 9 parking places in a multi-storey car
park. In this case, a multi-storey car park
was considered in order to save ground
space. 200 parking places would set the
price at 30 million DKK. Aside from all other
benefits, savings on parking alone could pay
for this MM plan.

approximately 14km from Copenhagen and
1.6km from Måløv train station. There is one

CO2 emissions for Novo Nordisk Måløv

bus line serving the site, but the frequency is

site

low.
The MM plan was developed in partnership
with COGITA and the municipality of Ballerup

Figure 1. car-km and CO2 equivalent

(partner in Formel M) for a total cost of 1.3

Total car-km

15.227.240

million

tCO2 equivalent

3045

Car-km/pers/year

12.239

DKK.

The

MM

plan

contains

a

standard set of measures, starting with a
survey of the employees transport patterns,
followed by an improvement of the bus
service (4 stops through the site and 3

Car-km reduction potential
100 commuter bycicles (80%)

979.135

Ride-sharing (15% target)

468.523

train station, better facilities for employees

Cycling (+20 cyclists)

113.992

biking to work and a ride-sharing scheme. A

5% to bus (40 passengers)

441.362

notable and very practical measure is a towel

Total

2.003.013

tCO2 equivalent

405

departures per hour), transport plans for the
employees, commuter bicycles at the local

scheme, where company’s towels are at the
disposition of the employees in the changing

= -12%

rooms.
What is interesting in the case of Novo
Nordisk is that the company decided to
implement

a

MM

on

their

own.

Earlier

contact with Ballerup municipality concerning
environmental regulation around the site did

34

With a potential reduction of 2 million carkm/year equivalent to 405 tons of CO2 and
with a CO2 spot price oscillating around
7€/ton at the EEX market, the potential
reduction in CO2 emissions has a value of
2.835€/year. Because of this failing market,
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the MM plan of Novo Nordisk does not

MM makes it an interesting measure to

represent economical incentives in terms of

include in a company’s CSR. The fact that

CO2 reductions. The incentive for such a plan

MM took hold at Novo Nordisk was rooted in

is thus linked to savings and benefits related

their traditional CSR policy, but triggered by

to parking facilities, land-use, employee’s

tangible short-term benefits. Implementing

health and branding.

MM within businesses should thus follow this

The promotion of MM within Novo Nordisk
did not go as smoothly as it appears. The

dual approach mixing short-term and longterm considerations.

total MM plan has not reached full support

Mobility Management for businesses focuses

from the leadership yet. The facility manager

much on home-to-work trips, but business

expressed the need for arguments for the

trips can be forgotten. However, they are a

promotion of the entire project to other

part of the CO2 emissions related to the

levels of leadership in Novo Nordisk and at

movement of workforce and should be an

the local site. Moreover, a second challenge

integrative part of

arose

consulting

total car-fleet emissions for Novo Nordisk ltd.

company closed unexpectedly. MM being

for 2010 are of 47.500 tons/year, and

rather new, there are few people with the

emissions from plane travel are of 48.500

necessary knowledge in Denmark to serve as

tons/year. Managing those trips could bring

consultants, but the company plans to hire

significant reductions in CO2 emissions.

when

Novo

Nordisk’s

an earlier consultant from COGITA. This
incident shows the need to develop a market
for MM in Denmark and the importance of
large companies with strong backs, which
can support such incidents.

MM in a business. The

MM is not the miracle solution, which will
replace traditional traffic planning. It rather
gives

the

tools

to

revise

the

Danish

transportation planning policy in order to
bring in the social aspect of mobility. Public

The example of Novo Nordisk shows that a

authorities, who possess the sole right on

company can see the incentives to develop a

coercive measures, could then produce more

MM. As in the British cases, parking costs

holistic

approaches

and land-use remain the main ignition factor,

planning

and

while integration into the CSR policy of the

conditions that MM cannot address alone.

to

address

transportation
some

structural

company could provide a much needed long
A crucial step for Mobility Management for

term anchoring.

businesses

Conclusion

in

Denmark

is

to

help

the

development of a market including services,

Businesses represent a promising vector for

equipment, and consulting. Large companies

implementing Mobility Management within

such

social

beneficial for that purpose. Mapping large

practices

appropriate

because

organisational

they

possess

structures,

as

Novo

Nordisk

would

be

very

the

companies who are concerned by the new

required investment capacities for innovation

law on CSR reporting and have developed

and can affect one of the most common and

CSR strategies would help municipalities in

homogeneous trips among the population.

Formel M to find potential targets to kick

However, they need incentives before they

start

can be induced to implement such policies.

implementation of a MM plan requires skilled

The example of Novo Nordisk shows that a

consultants. Without them, it is unlikely that

company can find interest in implementing
MM if it sees it as an investment with
benefits rather than a free service from the
state. Moreover, the relatively low cost of

35

smaller

MM

in

Denmark.

businesses

would

However,

consider

the

MM.

Formel M seems to be continuing for a
second round, which bodes well for the
future of MM in Denmark. Indeed a long-
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term strategy is the only way to anchor MM

EEA.

in

civil

greenhouse gas inventory 1990–2008 and

servants. Moreover, a stable and centralised

inventory report 2010 : Submission to the

platform for the implementation of Mobility

UNFCCC Secretariat. European Environement

Management in Denmark will help to develop

Agency, Copenhagen.

business

practices

and

to

train

common strategies for all types of MM.
Indeed, this article discussed the role of
businesses in the introduction of MM for
work commutes, but MM concerns all types
of transports and similar strategies should be
designed for Mobility Management to reach

(2010).

Annual

Energistyrelsen.

European

(2011).

Union

Transportens

energiforbrug og CO2-emissioner. Retrieved
avril 2, 2011, from http://www.ens.dk/daDK/KlimaOgCO2/Transport/Genereltomtrans
portogenergiforbrug/Sider/Forside.aspx

activities such as leisure, education, and

EPOMM. (2011). Hentede 21. april 2011 fra

shopping.

www.epomm.eu:
http://epomm.eu/index.phtml?Main_ID=820
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